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Materials:
4 - 11” x 14” pieces of Bristol board or other light weight board such as poster board. 
One piece of the 4 is for making the templates.
I used Strathmore 300 Series Bristol board for both my templates and hat pieces.
7.5 yards yarn or ribbon for lacing - I used worsted weight micro-fiber yarn
blunt point yarn needle
sharp 6H or 4H or 2H pencil
scissors
paper punch

General Info:
I first make templates of each pattern piece out of Bristol Board. I then use the templates to trace 
all pieces needed for the hat. I recommend sharpening your pencil frequently to have the most precise 
and easily removed lines to follow in cutting and punching.

My thin pencil lines are removed when I cut out the pieces. For the greatest accuracy, I just barely 
cut off the pencil line; no more than that. The paper punch removes the traced punch guide circles.

Curl brim pieces by rolling them around a fat marker or other cylindrical object.

no Paper and board have a grain which means they will curl better in 1 direction. You may want to 
test 1 brim piece cut vertically from your board and 1 piece cut horizontally to see which curls best 
and then cut out all the brim pieces in that direction.

Trace, cut out, and punch 13 side pieces, 13 brim pieces, and 1 crown piece.



Tie knot in yarn, 
leaving a 1” tail.

Begin lacing side
pieces together, 
lacing from
top to bottom.

Pull yarn �rmly 
to bring the edges 
of the segments
close together.

The yarn weaves
back and forth
through the space
between to keep
the segments from
overlapping.

Tie o� at bottom.

Use a blunt pointed yarn needle. Lace crown to sides.

Curl brim pieces by rolling them around 
a fat marker or other cylindrical object.
Paper and board have a grain which 
means they will curl better in 1 direction. 
You may want to test 1 brim piece cut 
vertically from your board and 1 piece cut 
horizontally to see which curls best before 
cutting out all the pieces.

Lace brim pieces to bottom of hat.
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Lace outer edge of brim, adjusting spacing 
between segments for desired shaping.
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